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This week, let’s take our art 
to the cafe! Imagine Renoir show-
ing up to a local cafe. He’s dressed in 
his usual uniform– a  grey striped suit, 
a little round felt hat, and a blue tie 
with white dots.

Pack your sketchpad and some 
pastels, markers, or colored pencils 
(watercolor pencils would be fun, too), 
and visit a local bakery or coffee shop 
that has outdoor seating. Order a little 
something and settle in for a fun 
afternoon of art.

Paint the scene! Look closely at light 
and shadow. Renoir used to visit his 
locations several times to watch how 
the late afternoon light changed the 
way things looked. 

Paint what you see, not what you think you know. Many times we have an idea in our head already about what 
something looks like. Since you’ve seen the same person every day for years, you think you have all of their 
features memorized. If you go to the same place every week, you think you know all the details by heart.

But if you look at a face, a tree, or anything you’re putting in your art from a fresh perspective, you’ll see that 
everything is really made up of shapes and colors. When you’re out painting this week, look at the terrace scene in 
your cafe as simplified shapes. Are they bright or dark? Where are the highlights? Where are the shadows? This 
exercise will help your art to look more like it belongs in the Impressionist movement, and it will be eye-opening to 
see just how much more you notice when you look at things this way!

Consider this:
Things to consider as you make your art...
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Auguste Renoir was an Impressionist artist. He lived by ___________________, and he loved to paint ___________________. He 

always included his friends in his art. Once he painted ____________ of his friends having lunch on a boat. Renoir had a special 

technique. He loved to paint ___________________. Some art critics called his Impressionist art ______________________, and 

_________________ but Renoir didn’t care. He thought his art was__________________. He liked to get together with his artist 

friends _________________ and __________________ to __________________ about art and paint together. Whenever you go to 

a museum in_____________________ or ______________________, look for Renoir’s art! You’ll see it right away because it looks 

like a _____________________  ________________________. When you see it, you’ll say, “________________________, I never 

knew Renoir’s paintings looked so ________________________ in person!” 

Fill In The Blanks

Place outside

Plural Noun

Number

Adverb

Adjective

Adjective

Adjective

Famous Artist

Famous Artist

Verb

City

City

Adjective

Noun

Exclamation

Color

Hints
Place - someplace outside (a grove of trees, a meadow, the sea)
Plural Noun - more than one (noun) (boats, children, clouds)
Number - a quantity (7, 3.14159, 1000)
Adverb - describes an action (nicely, carefully, silently)
Adjective - describes something (squishy, wonderful, shimmery)
Famous artist - name a famous artist (Van Gogh, Da Vinci)
Verb - an action (dance, swim, jump)
Name of a city - any city (Milan, Tokyo, Seattle)
Noun - a person, place, or thing (car, bed, house)
Exclamation - a surprised remark (wow, yuck, zoink)
Color - a hue (yellow, turquoise, hot pink)

Fill In The Blanks

[place outside]

[number]

[adjective]

[adjective]

[adjective] [adjective]

[adverb]

[famous artist][famous artist]

[name of a city] [name of a city]

[exclamation]

[color]

[noun]

[plural noun]

[verb]

W R I T E  A  S I L L Y  S T O R Y

Fill in the blanks to make up a funny story about Renoir.

Move your answers down here and read your story!
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How to assemble your fortune teller
• Cut along the outside square • Make two diagonal creases (corner to corner), and unfold 
back to a square • Place your paper text side facing down • Fold one corner into the middle 
point in the center of the page (repeat with all four corners) • Turn it over, text side facing 
down. • Again, fold one corner into the middle point in the center of the page (repeat with all 
four corners) • Fold it in half horizontally (just to make a crease) and then unfold • Fold it in 
half vertically (just to make a crease) and then unfold • Place your index fingers and thumbs 
inside the openings to move your fortune teller • 

Quick guide to the art movements

1. Cut out and assemble the fortune teller on the next page.
(For extra fun, you can color and decorate your fortune teller!)

2. Play to find out what kind of art project you should make next. 
Put your thumbs and index fingers in the openings to move the fortune 
teller. First you choose one from the outside layer of options (ie. Cubist). 
Then open the fortune teller horizontally and vertically as you spell out your 
choice (ie. c-u-b-i-s-t). Now choose from one of the choices you see (ie. 
draw). Unfold that flap and read what’s written underneath to reveal your 
subject matter.

 

What is Cubist? What is Surrealist?What is Impressionist? What is Pop Art?
It’s boxy and geometric. It’s soft and dreamy. It’s unusual and quirky. It’s bold and bright.

Pablo Picasso, Three Musicians Claude Monet, Impression, Sunrise

M A K E  A N  A R T  ‘ F O R T U N E  T E L L E R ’

How to play

René Magritte, Son of Man Andy Warhol, Campbell’s Soup Cans
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T R E A S U R E  H U N T

Transform your home into an art museum!

Invite your kids to become art detectives as they go on a 
treasure hunt and search for hidden items in the art.

1. Print the paintings and the clue card pages.

2. Trim out the paintings and post the art pages at kid eye level in different 
rooms around your house.

3. Cut out the clue cards.

3. Announce to your kids that today your home is an art museum! Tour the 
art together and take a good look at each piece... maybe even have a short 
chat about some of the things they see.

4. Hand out the clue cards and invite your kids to find the secrets in the art. 
Some of the clues will have more than one right answer. Use this game as a 
fun conversation starter about all of the details in the art!

Variations – Kids can work independently or together as a team. You can 
time the treasure hunt or just leave it open ended. You can play just for fun 
or let the first one to finish be the winner. You can make up new clue cards, 
and even add different pieces of art you search on the internet. Have fun!

How to play
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Find a man with a mustache

2
Find a blue ribbon

1
Find a woman holding a fan

6
Find a rowboat

7
Find a woman wearing white 
gloves

9
Find a bottle

10
Find grapes

8
Find a girl with a hoop

4
Find stripes

5
Find a man with a top hat
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